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Let K be a distribution on IR’. We denote by i(K) the twisted convolution 
operator f- K xS defined by the formula K xf(x,y) = Jj’ du dv K(x - u, y - v) 
f(u, v) exp(ixv - @u). We show that there exists K such that the operator I(K) is 
bounded on Lp(R’) for every p in (I, 21, but is unbounded on Ly(lR2) for every 
9 > 2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a distribution on R2. We denote by A(K) the twisted convolution 
operator f + K x f defined by the formula 
K xf(x, y) = If du dv K(x - u, y - v)f(u, u) exp(ixv - iyu). 
We show that there exists K such that the operator l(K) is bounded on 
Lp(lR2) for every p in (1,2], but is unbounded on Lq(R2) for every q > 2. 
This result can be regarded as a contribution to the discussion arising 
from P. Eymard’s problem [5, Problem 9.81 involving the equality of the 
norm of a convolution operator T on LP(G) and on L*(G), respectively, 
when l/p + l/q = 1 and G is a non-commutative group. D. M. Oberlin [ 121 
(for one particular group) and C. Herz [8,9] (for certain classes of groups) 
give negative solutions to this problem. M. Baronti and G. Foresti [ 1 ] treat a 
particular group, but with indices p and q more general than Oberlin’s and 
Herz’s (l/p + l/q need not to be one in their case). Our result is best 
possible in that a theorem of Herz [ 10) implies that a twisted convolution 
operator which is bounded on L”(lR*) is also bounded on Lq(R2) when q lies 
between p and 2 (inclusive). 
It turns out that the distribution K must have non-compact support. This 
is clear from a result of M. G. Cowling [4]: for a compactly supported 
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distribution K on C”, the operator A(K) is bounded on Lp(C”) if and only if 
the ordinary convolution operator (with kernel K) is bounded on Lp(G”). 
We introduce atomic Hardy spaces as tools in our analysis. In Section 2 
we discuss the atomic version, h’(iR), of D. Goldberg’s local Hardy spaces 
[ 71. In Section 3, we define the space H’(IR’) which is appropriate for the 
operators we wish to consider, which turns out (see Section 4) to be locally 
related to the space L ‘(W, h,(R)). We discuss certain interpolation properties 
of H’(lR*) in Section 5. We show that the interpolation spaces between H’ 
and L2 obtained using the complex method are the Lebesgue spaces L”. 
In Sections 6 and 7 we prove the main theorem. Section 6 is concerned 
with the boundedness of /Z(K) on L2(lR2) and the unboundedness on L4(R2) 
for q > 2. In Section 7 we prove that the operator l(K) is bounded from 
H1(R2) to L’(lR’) and then combine all our results to obtain the main 
theorem. 
The paper of G. Mauceri, M. Picardello and F. Ricci [ 111 explains how 
twisted convolution arises and its connection with the Heisenberg group. 
2. THE SPACE h’(lR) 
In order to define the space h’(lF?) we introduce three different types of 
atoms. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function a with support contained in a symmetric 
interval Z c (-1, 1) of length III, called the “supporting interval” is an atom 
of 
Type 1 ifla=OandIlall,~IZI~’ 
Type II if a = cx,, where c is a constant, 1 c 1 < 1 and x, 
is the characteristic function of the interval I 
Type III ifl141co < 1. 
We say that a function f belongs to h’(lR) if and only iff= CjIljcp,, where 
each qj is either an atom or a translate of an atom aj* 6, and J$/Ajjl < co. 
We define also 
ljfllhl = inf t] lAjl :f= 1 ljqj . 
I j j i 
We remark that we call an atom what in the literature is usually called an 
atom centered at the origin. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2, (i) Given any atom a of Type IZI there exist atoms a’ 
and a” of Type I and II respectively such that a = 4a’ + a”. 
(ii) Given an atom a then the function x--+ (ix)k a(x) is an atom of 
Type III for any positive integer k. 
Proof. Let I be the supporting interval of a. 
(i) We define a’ and a” by the formulae 
a”(x)=X,(x)lZl~’ (‘a(x)dx and a’(x) = (a(x) - a”(x))/4. 
(ii) It is enough to observe that 
s”PxER i(iX)k a(x)i = w& ixka(x>i = (iri/2>1iaiim < ” 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let S = (2”, -2”, n E Z’ }. There exists a positive 
constant .3 such that 
y la^(s)l’ <x2 
SES 
for every atom a. (Here a” denotes the Fourier transform of a.) 
Proof. In [ 13: vol. II, p. 1331 A. Zygmund proves R.E.A.C. Paley’s 
result that 
\‘lW)l’ G c2 lm, 
for every FE H’(T) and for some absolute constant C. In [3 ], 
R. R. Coifman and G. Weiss describe the atomic o?” space which is norm 
equivalent to H’, i.e., there exists a constant C’ such that ]] FIlMI < C’ /I FI(*. 
If a is an atom of Type I, then ]] a ]] x”, < 1 and 
(2 la^(s)l’)“2 < CC’. 
If a is an atom of Type II, easy calculations give C ] a”(s)]’ 6 C”. The 
proposition now follows from Proposition 2.2(i). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Given an atom a, then 
a-@ + 0) = \‘ (D”d)(s) Ok/k!, 
ky0 
(1) 
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where D denotes differentiation. The radius of convergence of this power 
series is infinite. Furthermore, 
(c I(D’L?)(s)~~)“~ <c?Y (2) 
SES 
for any atom a and any natural number k. 
Proof: Since a has compact support, a” extends to an entire function. 
Further, Dka^ is the Fourier transform of the function x+ (ix)” a(x), which is 
an atom by Proposition 2.2(ii). Then Proposition 2.3 implies (2). 
3. THE SPACEH'(IR') 
We introduce the following definition of atom in H’(iR*). Let I and J be 
symmetric intervals, contained in (-1, 1). 
DEFINITION 3.1. A function A whose support is contained in I X J is an 
atom of 
Type 1 if jA(x,y)dx=O for everyyEJ, JIAII,<lZI-’ IJ/-’ 
Type II if A(x,y)=x,(x)B(y), SuPPBLJ, lI~ll,<IJI~’ 
Type III if ll4I,<IJl~‘. 
We say that a function F belongs to H’(R’) if and only if F = C,i~j~j, where 
#j is either an atom or a right twisted translate Aj x ~5,~ of an atom by the 
Dirac measure at the point Pj and cjlljl < co. We define also 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (i) Given an atom A of Type III there exist atoms A’ 
and A” of Type I and II respectively such that A = 4A’ + A”. 
(ii) Given an atom A there exists an Atom A”’ such that 
A = 3(A + A”‘), 
where E(x, y) = exp(-ixy). 
ProoJ (i) We define A’ and A” by the formulae 
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and 
A ‘(x, y) = (A (x, Y) - A “(X2 Y))/4* 
(ii) We write 
exp(ixy)A(X,y)=A(x,Y)+ (exp(iv)- l)A(x,Y) 
= A (x, y) + A ‘,, (x, y), 
where A”’ is an atom of Type III, for supp A”’ c supp A and 
llA”‘ll, G W2W /Ice G IT’. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. IfPE Hi@?*) and suppFs (-1, l)*, then F may be 
represented as follows 
F = x Aj(Aj X dp,), 
j 
where Aj are atoms, Pj are points in (-3,3)* and JJj 13Ljl < CIIFIIHI. 
ProojI Let g be the continuous function such that g(x) = 1 if x E [ - 1, 11, 
g(x) = 0 outside (-2, 2) and which is linear in 1-2, -11 and [ 1, 21. Then 
F;(x, Y> = F(x, Y> g(x) g(y) 
= y kji(Aj X dpi)(X, Y> g(X) g(Y) 
T 
= x Jj(Aj x 6,,) g 0 g(x, y), 
i 
where, by definition, g @ g(x, y) = g(x) g(y). Since supp g 0 g c (-2, 2)*, 
(Aj x aPj> g @ g is identically zero unless Pj E (-3, 3)*. 
Take any atom A and a point P = (u, u) in (-3, 3)*. Then 
(Ax6,)gOg=(A(gOg*6-,))~6, 
=A* x 6,. 
It is easy to see that A* is an atom of Type III if A is an atom of Type II or 
III. If A is an atom of Type I, then 
A*(x,y)=A(x,y)g(u)g(y+~)+A(x,y)g(y+~)(g(x+u)-g(u)) 
= A ‘(x, Y) + A “(x, Y), 
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where A ’ and A” are atoms respectively of Type I and III. In particular, A ” 
is a Type III atom because 
lA(xYY)g(Y + o>(& + u> -&))I G l~(x~Y)lllx 
< IJI-’ 
4. THE SPACE L’(iR, h’(lR)) 
Let L’(R, h’(R)) denote the h’-valued L’space, i.e., the space of all 
measurable function F such that lIFIILich,, < 03, where 
IIFII ,c’(h~) = (dy IlF( . ,~)ll,,l. 
We note that since h’(R) is separable, weak and strong measurability 
coincide. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that FE L’(i??, h,(iR)) and that F(x,y) = 0 
unless (x, y) E 1-1, 1 I’. Then 
where qj are translates of atoms in h’ and each of the translates is by at 
most 3;further supp yjc.Jis I-1, I], with /Itqilloc <lJilP’ and CiIkil < co. 
ProoJ We observe that the space C&R, h,(R)) of all h’-valued 
continuous function with compact support is dense in L ’ (R, h’(R)). By a 
standard approximation argument it is enough to prove the result for F in 
C,(lR, h’) with FE 0 outside I-1, 11’. 
Fix a positive real number E and choose a finite partition (Jk} of [ - 1, 1 ] 
by intervals such that 
IIf’(.,.d - F(-,~“)ll,,l < c/2 for every y’, y” E J,. 
If y, is the midpoint of J,, we put Fk(x) = F(x, y,). Then F, E h ’ and we 
may write 
Fk(x) = 12; q;(x), 
where q.$ are translates of atoms and xi IA) ] < 2 ]/ FkllhI. We have that 
Now 
and 
Furthermore, 
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= 
J I/ 
.4~ 1 V’(.,Y) -FL.Mx.,,(Y) 
h’ 
As in proof of the open mapping theorem, this procedure may be iterated to 
obtain the desired result. 
We observe also that for each k we can write 
where pj” are translates of atoms by at most 3. In fact by the same argument 
as in the proof of Proposition 3.3 
Fk(X) = Fk(X) dx) 
= “ Aj("j * 6,i)(x) S(x)l 
-7 
where g is the function defined in Proposition 3.3. Since 
supp g 5 (-2,2), (a] * ~5,~) g is identically zero for P,i outside (-3,3). 
Moreover, if Pj E (-3, 3), 
where aj(g * S-,,) is an atom of Type III if aj is an atom of Type II or III, 
and is the sum of an atom of Type I and of Type III if uj is an atom of 
Type I. 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Let F be an integrable function with supp 
FG [-I, l]*. Then FEH’(R*) fund only fFEL’(R,h’(R)). 
ProoJ: We shall show first that if F EH’(R’) then FE L’(iR, h’(lR)). 
This part of the proof depends on the fact that HI-atoms are essentially 
h’(R)-valued functions of the second variable. Then we prove the converse, 
which uses Proposition 4.1 to write F as a sum of objects which are similar 
to translates of H’(lR *)-atoms. 
Suppose that F E Hi. Then F = Cj Lj(Aj x S,J, where the A, are atoms, 
PjE (-3.3)2 and Cj IA/) < C llFl/Hl. (See Proposion 3.3.) Consider any 
atom A and a point P = (u, u) in (-3,3)*. We have 
A x 6,(x, y) = A (x - 24, y - u) exp(-iuy + iuu) 
+ A (x - 24,~ - u) exp(-iuy + iuv) (exp(-iuv + ixv) - 1) 
= IJI-’ {lJl$’ + p qv}. 
It is easy to check that, for fixed y, lJI#‘(., y) is the translate qjs) of an atom 
in h’ of the same type as the atom A in Hi. Moreover 
E; IIJl~“(x,y)I = “,“,‘: (JI(A(x - U,Y - v)llew(iuu - iux) - 1 I 
,< IJI IV IL 3 I ZIP 
<3 
and, for fixed y, IJI#“(.,y) is 3 times a translate of a Type III atom: we write 
IJI Q”(X,Y) = 3rp:Yx). 
Finally 
x AjAj X “pJ.5 V) 
j h’ 
xljjJI-’ @‘I’)+ 3&j) 
.I h’ 
Conversely, suppose that FE L’(R, h’(lR)). By Proposition 4.1, 
F(x, Y> = 2 ljPj(X> Vj(.Y)l 
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where ‘pj are translates of atoms in hi, s”PP VjGJjL [-lY l]Y ))Vjll, <lJjlp’ 
and xi ]lljl < 03. For every j, we can find an atom a with supporting interval 
I, a function b with supp b s J, J symmetric, and a point P = (u, V) such that 
= ((a 0 b) * 6, x S-p) x 6,. 
We claim that (a @ b) *6, x 6_, is a sum of two atoms. In fact, it is 
supported in I x J, and further, 
(a 0 b) * 6, x 6-,(x, Y) 
= a(x) b(y) exp(--iuy) + a(x) b(y) exp(-iuy)(exp(ixu) - 1) 
=A’(x,y) +A”(X,y), 
and it is easy to check that A’ and A” are atoms. 
5. INTERPOLATION 
We refer to [2] for all unexplained results and notations used here. We 
recall the classical result about complex interpolation of Lp-spaces: if p0 > 1, 
p, > 1 and 0 < 19 < 1 then [LpO, LPI le = Lp, where l/p = (1 - 19)/p, + 6/p,. It 
is also known [6] that if l/p = (1 -8)/l + 0/2 and 0 < 0 < 1, then 
[H’, L*], = Lp. Furthermore, we assume the following generalisation of the 
Lp interpolation theorem to separable Banach space-valued functions. Let 
(BO, B,) be an interpolation pair, suppose that p0 2 1, pI > 1 and put l/p = 
(1 -fwP,+wP,~ whereO<8( 1. Then 
[LpqRBO)‘Lpl(R B,>le = LP’(R IRJ,~,lfJ 
(cf. [ 2, p. 12 1 ] for a simpler version of this result). In particular if p0 = 1 and 
p, = 2 then l/p = 1 - 812. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose that 0 < 0 < 1 and l/p = 1 - 012. Then 
[H’(lRZ), L’(W)], = LyR*). 
Proof. To prove that the interpolation space between H’ (IR ‘) and L*(R * ) 
is exactly Lp(R2) we first observe that obviously 
(H’, L*],cr Lp 
since H’(R ‘) E L ‘(IR ‘) with continuous inclusion. 
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To prove the converse inclusion we first consider the case of a function G 
in Lp(lR2) with support contained in [-+, f]‘. Then we decompose each 
function G of Lp(R2) as follows: 
with j and k integers and treat each term of the sum separately. 
Fix~in(O,l)andpequalto(1-~/2)~‘.LetTbe{z:O~Rez~l)and 
T,, be (z:O < Rez < 1). 
Since H’(IR) c h’(R) z L’(R) with continuous inclusions and since 
[H’, L21e = [L’, L’], = Lp, [A’, L’], = Lp and consequently 
[L’(R, h’(lR), L2(R, Lq??))], = LP(lR, LyF?)). 
Take G in Lp with support in l-4,; ] ‘. Then there exists an L ’ + La-valued 
function z -+ f ,” bounded and continuous on the strip T and analytic on the 
open strip TO such that f i = G and 
Consider now f, = f f g @ g, where g is the real continuous function which 
is 1 on [-f,j], 0 outside (-1, 1) and linear on [-1,-f] and [i, 11. It is 
clear that f, = G. We claim that 
I I 
To prove this inequality we shall check first that f,+i, E L’(R, L’(R)) and 
then thatLtEH’. In fact Ig(x)g(y)l< 1 sof,+i,g@gEL2(R,L2(R)) and 
IIfi+itllLQ2) G llf il+itIIL2W2)* To show that fi, E H’ it suffices to prove that 
fi, E L’(lR, h’(lR)) (by Proposition 4.2) and this follows by essentially the 
same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. It now follows that 
GE [H’, L’],. 
We now complete the proof by treating an arbitrary LP(lR2)-function G of 
norm 1. Let Gjk be GOlu,j+ 11 @X[k.k+ I& wherej and k are integers. Write y,ik 
for IIGjkIILp. Clearly G = CjkGjk and Cjk rj” = 1. Take Pjk = (j + $, k + 4). 
We have 
G = y (Gjk X Kpjk) X dpik 
Jk 
= \’ Gjlk x dpj,, Y Jk 
and supp Gjk G [-i, f 1’. By the previous step there exist bounded continuous 
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L ’ + L m-valued functions on T, f j,“, which are analytic on To and such that 
f $ = Gik, s~ppfj,~ z 1-1, l]‘, for every z and 
max{s~Pl~S~:~I,~,s~PIIf:k+i,II~~(~~,~ < c’ IIG~~IIL.P. 
LetMbe l/8-2;then l-BM=pand2+2M(l-Oj=p.Let 
Then 
F,=zf;k~S, II 
tk 
= 1 Gik x 8 pip 
.ik 
= G. 
Moreover, for every t E iii 
For any t in R we also have 
’ IIFl+i,Ili2= Sf(k+i~~):ti’-e)M X 6p, 
II Jk /I I. 2 
because at any point at most 9 of the functions j”:,i, are non-zero. 
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6. TWISTED CONVOLUTION 
Let a be an even real-valued Schwartz function on R, whose Fourier 
transform B satisfies supp a^ G [-1, 1 ] and Z(O) = 1. Let p be a linear 
combination of Dirac measures, 
where S = (2”, -2”, n E Z + } and 
b(s) = b(-s) = (PC2 log ?I)’ if s=2”. 
We define K by the formula 
Wx, Y> = 4x1 P(Y) exp(M>. 
We denote by L(K) the twisted convolution operator f- K Xf, where 
K xf(x,y) = f[ du du K(x - u,y - v)f(u, v) exp(ixv - ivu). 
“I 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The dual operator of the twisted convolution operator 
~(K):Lp(R2)+Lp(iR2) is the twisted convolution operator 
l(K*): L9(lR2) -+ L9(lR2), l/p + l/q = 1, where 
K*(x,Y) = a(x)P(y> ew(-WI. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward and uses the fact that both CI and p 
are real and even. The duality between Lp and L9 is, as usual, if fE Lp, 
g E L’then (f, g> = s.fZ- 
THEOREM 6.2. The twisted convolution operator L(K) is bounded on 
L2(iR2). 
Proof. We prove that ;1(K*) is bounded on L*(lR*) and then apply 
Proposition 6.1. Let f be a Schwartz function. Then 
K xf(x, y) = jj. du dv a(x - u) p(y - u)f(u, v) exp(--iuu - ixy + 2iu.x) 
= exp(-ixy) 
IJ 
du dv (x(x - u) p( y - v) 
f(u, II) exp(--iuv) exp(2ivx). 
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We write F and G for the following functions 
and 
F(u, 0) =f(u, v) exp(-iuu) 
W, Y> = (1 du du a(x - u) p(y - u) F(U, v) exp(2ivx), 
and we denote by jrG the Fourier transform of G with respect to the first 
variable. By Parseval’s equality 
IIK” xfll~ = IlGll~= (2C”2 ll~~llt~~ (3) 
We shall estimate ]]XG]lLz in terms of ]]f]lLZ. 
By Fubini’s theorem, properties of Fourier transform and change of 
variables we see that 
FG(& y) = 1 dx exp(-i<x) jl du du a(x - u) p( y - u) F(u, v) exp(2iux) 
= 1’ du P( y - v) 1 dx exp(-ix(r - 2~)) 1 du a(x - u) F(u, u) 
= .dv/3(y-v)c+-2+9-F(~-2u,v) 
I 
= 2 b(s) G(t - 2y + 2s) 9-F(< - 2y + 2s, y - s). 
For s in S let H, be the function given by the following formula 
H,(& y) = &(r - 2y + 2s) XF(< - 2y + 2s, y - s). 
We observe that if s, s’ E S and s # s’ then H, and H,, have disjoint 
supports. For if (l, y) E supp H, then c - 2y + 2s E [- 1, 1 ] ; if also 
(6 Y> E SUPP H,, then 
(<- 2y + 2s) - (r- 2y + 2s’) E [-1, l] - [-1, 11, 
whence 1 s - s’ 1 < 1. Consequently 
IWGllf2= 112 W)Hs Ii;> 
= c IW’ llH,ll;2. ses 
(4) 
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To finish the proof it now suffices to show that 
But this is easy: putting t equal to y - s, then u equal to r - 2t, we obtain 
11 d~dy~a^(~-2y+2s)jrF(~-2y+2s,y-s)/2 
= “d~dtIa^(&2t)m(<-2t,t)[* 
!I 
= . du dt I i(u) srF(u, t)12 
!i 
G II 4: ll;“E’lL 
G 27-L Ilfllfz. 
By combining this estimate with (3) and (4) we obtain the desidered 
conclusion, namely, 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose that q > 2. Then the twisted convolution 
operator A(K) is not bounded on Lq(R2). 
Proof: By duality it is enough to prove that A(K*) is not bounded on 
Lp(lR ‘). Fix p in [ 1,2). We choosefb in Lp(lR) and definef by the formula 
fO4 v> =fbt~)~,O,IItv) ewtiuv). 
Then 
K* W-(x, Y>) = jj .. du dv a(x - u)p(y - v)~~(u)~,~,~,(v) exp(-ixy + 2ivx) 
= exp(-ixy) 1 du a(x - u)fb(u) 
I dv NY - v) xIo,lI(v) evWx) 
= exp(-ixy) a *fb(x) 
c W)xro,lI(y - s) expWx(y - ~1). 
SES 
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Moreover, 
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1 W x,~,~,(Y - 4 expWx(y - ~1) 
ses 
= 
! 
.. hi 4 la *fb(x>lP c IwIPX,O,l, (Y-S> 
SES 
= 
! 
. dx la *fb(x)l” x I b(S)IP 
sss 
since at most one term of the series 
2 W)X~~,~~(Y -s> ewWx(y - s)) 
se.9 
can be non-zero for any (x, y) in I?*. The series 2 I b(s)IP diverges and so 
,I(K*) is unbounded. se.5 
7. MAINTHEOREM 
Let us define the function Z as follows 
3(x, y) = exp(-ixy). 
LEMMA 7.1. There exists a positive constant A4 such that 
IIK x 3-o SIlLI GM II t&l 
for every atomfin h’(R) and every g in L’([-1, 11). 
Proof We have 
K x E(f@ g)(x, y) = ]i du dv a(x - u) /I( y - v)f(u) g(v) exp(ixy - 2iuy) 
= exp(ixy> G(x, Y), 
where 
G(x, Y) = I dv P(Y - v) g(v) j du r,a(u)f(u) exp(-2iuy) 
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and r,a(u) = (T(X - u). Since a is even, (r,a)^ (y) = exp(-ixv) C;(v) and so 
G(x, Y) = P * g(y)(v)- *fW 
= gs b(s) go - s) 1 WA- WPmJ - f> 
= c b(s) g(y - s) _)_ dt cr^(t)f(;?y - t) exp(-ixt). 
SES 
The supports of the function y -+ g( y - s) are essentially disjoint for different 
values of s, so: 
I j‘dta^(t)T(2y - t) exp(-ixt) 
J 
‘dt a^(t)f(2s + 2u - t) exp(--ixt) . (5) 
In order to estimate this last expression, we shall consider the right hand 
integral for u in [- 1, 11. By Proposition 2.4, 
J . dy IK x Q-0 g(x, ~11 
= 1 b(s) &My--I 
SES J 
= 2: Wj-i: du I g(u)1 / 
SSS 
1’ dt a^(t)f(2s + 2u - t) exp(--ixf) 
= f dt G(t) [ 1 
k>O 
(L@)(~s)(~u - ~)~/k! ] exp(--iwt) 
= z. [(Dkj)(2s)/k!] f dt B(t)(2u - t)k exp(--ixr); 
the order of summation and integration may be changed because 6 has 
compact support. We define the function Fk by the formula 
so that 
F,(u, x) = 1. dr B(t)(2u - t)k exp(--ixt), 
1‘ dt ci(t)f(2s + 224 - t) exp(-ixt) = 2: Dkj’(2s) F,(u, x)/k!. 
k>O 
TWISTED CONVOLUTION 
We assert that, for any u in [-I, l] 
23 
I’ dx IF,(% x)1< C4k, (6) 
where C depends only on a. Assuming this to be true, we may estimate 
= x b(s)Ji’ dul g(u)ll’dx 1 z (k!)-’ D7(2s)F,(u,x)~ 
SES -1 k>O 
< y b(s) I+ 1 du I g(u)1 x (k!) se.5 ---1 k>O 
+ ’du Ig@)l ( dXlFd% x)1] 
-1 
[ 1 
112 
y lDkf(2s)l’ II gll . c . 4k. 
SES 
By Proposition 2.4, CsGS ]Dkf(2s)]’ <.?7 2; by definition CSES ( b(s)12 < co 
and so this last expression is bounded by C]] g]lL, as required. 
In order to prove (6) we observe that integration by parts shows that 
--x’F,(u, x) 
= I.+’ dt exp(-ixt)(a/&)’ (cr^(t)(2u - t)k) 
1 
.+1 
zzz 
.!-, 
dt exp(-ixt){ (D2&)(t)(2u - t)k - 2k(Du^)(t)(2u - t)k- ’ 
+ k(k - 1) &(r)(2u - t)k-‘} 
whence, for u in [ - 1, 11, 
jX*F,(W>l ,< 3k lID20ill,, + 2k3kp’ lID&Il,, + k23kp2 Ilc;lll,,. 
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We may estimate jF,(u, x)1 similarly; it follows that 
llFkllL, = I’ dx(1 +x2)-’ (1 + x’>lm44I 
= 71 supx.R( 1 + x2)1 F,(u, x>l 
< C4k. 
THEOREM 7.2. The twisted convolution operator A(K) is bounded from 
H’(lw) to L’(W). 
Proof: Let FE H’(lR’). Then F = xjAjAj x 6,, where the Aj are atoms 
and xj lAjl < CJIFJI,,. Since 
llK X Aj X SpjllLl = IIK X Ajll,.l 
it is sufficient to show that IIK x A,([, are bounded. 
By Proposition 3.2(i) and (ii) we need only estimate IIK x EA lJLI for an 
atom of Type I or II. Further, by Proposition 4.2 and 4.1 it is enough to 
prove that lily x Ef@gll,, is bounded by CII g/IL,, where f is an atom in 
h’(lR) and gE L’. Lemma 7.1 does this, and thereby proves the Theorem. 
MAIN THEOREM. The twisted convolution operator A(K) is bounded on 
Lp(lR2)for every p E (1,2] and it is unbounded on Ly(lR2)fOr every.q > 2. 
Proof. The boundedness of the operator A(K) on Lp(R2) for 1 < p < 2 
follows by interpolation (see Section 5) because A(K) is bounded on L’(lF?*) 
(see Proposition 6.2) and is bounded from H’(R ‘) to L’(lR’) (see 
Proposition 7.2). 
The unboundedness of 1(K) on Lq(iR2) for q > 2 has been proved in 
Proposition 6.3. 
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